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Hey Everyone 
 
Hope you had a fantastic few weeks and welcome to our latest update on all the visa 
news we know about 
 
This newsletter is published once a month and for those who are not already, if you 
want to get on the mailing list drop an email to newsletter@iscah.com 
 
On to June’s news … 
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1) Interesting media articles from the last month 
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New DAMA (482 visas) in South Australia 

www.migration.sa.gov.au/news-events/news-releases/update-to-south-australian-dama? 

What Australians apparently want from migrants 

www.sbs.com.au/news/exclusive-poll-reveals-most-important-quality-australians-want-

from-new-migrants? 

Hope for migrants now a far right politician has left parliament 

https://www.sbs.com.au/news/migrant-groups-hopeful-for-new-dialogue-after-fraser-

anning-s-political-demise? 

Is Immigration good or bad for Australia 

https://theconversation.com/if-you-think-less-immigration-will-solve-australias-problems-

youre-wrong-but-neither-will-more-115136 

Western Australia short of chefs 

https://thewest.com.au/business/visa-restrictions-blamed-for-wa-chef-shortage-ng-

b881210926z 

More skills shortages in the building trade 

www.smh.com.au/business/small-business/builders-warn-global-workers-critical-amid-

skills-shortage-20190428-p51hwe.html 

So many people on bridging visas in Australia 

https://thenewdaily.com.au/money/finance-news/2019/05/31/bridging-visas-coalition 

Citizenship waiting times improving 

www.sbs.com.au/yourlanguage/hindi/en/article/2019/06/03/australian-citizenship-waiting-

time-drops-ten-cent-and-approvals-double 

Regional Australia needing more skilled migrants 

www.smh.com.au/federal-election-2019/crying-out-for-workers-five-regional-areas-to-

receive-new-migrants-20190529-p51sct.html 

A great article on how dysfunctional DHA has become with visa processing backlogs 

https://johnmenadue.com/abul-rizvi-chaos-in-our-visa-system-continues 

A view that this government does want a large migration program  

www.canberratimes.com.au/story/6213299/on-immigration-this-is-a-big-target-

government/ 

 

 

2) Statement from the Immigration Minister of his intentions 

It was an honour to be sworn in yesterday by the Governor General as Minister for 
Immigration, Citizenship, Migrant Services and Multicultural Affairs. 
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Australia’s story is one of immigration. We welcome people to this country based on what 
they can contribute – regardless of race, religion, or cultural background. We celebrate the 
success of migrants from all corners of the globe. 

Migrant success stories define our nation. The small business person who takes a chance, 
works hard, and employs dozens of Australians. The professional who uses their skills to 
help grow our economy. The religious leader who provides spiritual guidance to their 
community. The married couple who make huge sacrifices so that their kids can have 
opportunities that were not available to them. These are the stories of Australia – in every 
town and suburb. 

Our Government will continue to run an orderly, non-discriminatory immigration 
programme that is focused squarely on our national interests. We will maintain a strong 
emphasis on the economic benefits of migration, filling gaps in skilled employment to help 
grow the economy. We will continue to progress initiatives that better match our 
immigration programmes to the differing needs across our regions. We will implement our 
reduced cap on permanent migration to take pressure off our cities, while offering more 
opportunities for skilled migration in regional Australia. We will continue to run a significant 
humanitarian programme, and ensure that it is always managed in Australia’s national 
interest. We will manage our temporary migration programmes to maximise their job-
creating benefits for Australians. 

To be an Australian citizen is an immense privilege. In our citizenship activities, we will 
continue to emphasise the rights – and obligations – that come with being an Australian. We 
will honour the heritage of our citizenship and ensure that the next generation of citizens 
are fully cognisant of what it means to be an Australia. 

I am pleased to take on the additional responsibility of Minister for Migrant Services. These 
services are about assisting new migrants to become fully integrated into Australian society. 
We will back migrants who want to work hard, play by the rules and contribute to the 
growth of our nation. The key outcome we will be focused on in Migrant Services is 
employment. In integrating into Australian life, there is nothing more important than getting 
a job. 

Our multicultural society is one of our greatest strengths as a nation. We will build on it. We 
will work with community leaders to increase social cohesion, and protect our multicultural 
heritage. We are the most successful migrant nation in the world, and embedded in that 
success is our respect for the diverse cultural heritage of Australians. 

I look forward to progressing on these initiatives as part of the Morrison Government. 

(Source: DHA Ministers page) 

 

 

 

3) Unofficial Skill Select results 11th June 2019 



Here are Iscah's latest estimates of how long we think you will have to wait for a 189 
invitation from TODAY - 16th June 2019. Depending on when you lodged your EOI, what the 
effect date is and the occupation. 

It includes EOIs lodged 3,6,9, and 12 months ago 

 

 

http://www.iscah.com/iscah-unofficial-skill-select-results-june-11th-2019/ 

(Source: Iscah) 

 

 

 

 

4) Iscah’s estimates on when you may get your 189 invitation 

Here are Iscah’s latest estimates of how long we think you will have to wait for a 189 
invitation from TODAY – 16th June 2019. Depending on when you lodged your EOI, what the 
effect date is and the occupation. 

These may not turn out to be DoHA settings, we are just trying to give a rough estimate in 
this age of uncertainty. If their policies change .. WE WILL CHANGE OUR ESTIMATES 
ACCORDINGLY 

Our main assumptions are based on 
– That DHA will invite an amount equal to the number of 189 visas they intend to grant 
– 18,652 for the 2019/2020 year as published, less around 2000 for NZ citizens 
– 2.0 applicants on average per application means around 9,362 primary invites (777 a 
month) 
– Allowing for 30% wasted invitations = 1110 per month. Split 60% pro rata, 40% non pro 
rata 

We have also received new figures from DHA that shows a large increase in the number of 
EOIs being lodged at 75/80 points, and how many are currently still waiting for an invite. 
That logically means longer waiting times now. 

http://www.iscah.com/iscah-unofficial-skill-select-results-june-11th-2019/


 

 

http://www.iscah.com/4279-2/ 

(Source: Iscah) 

 

 

 

5) How we calculate our 189 estimates 

We have seen a number of emails and comments from people who are frustrated at how 
long we are estimating it will take for an invite in the new program year 

I understand this is disappointing but I see our role with these estimates is to be as realistic 
as possible. Else we are not really giving you a clear picture. 

With DHA drastically reducing the 2019/20 program to just over 15,000 visa grants, and with 
over 20,000 already lodged and undecided yet, there is no reasons for them to invite more 

http://www.iscah.com/4279-2/


than this number. They may invite even less. 
We also received data from DHA that many more people are applying at 80/85 points in 
April/May than in previous months. 

To give you an idea of how this effects an EOI invite estimate let's take the example of one 
of the Pro Rata occupations - Electronics Engineer. We think they will average only 10 invites 
every month for the next year . Their ceiling is only 300, They won't get this full ceiling given 
the reduced invitations. Also DHA reduce each occupation percentage wise the same and 
only 60% of invites are given to Pro Rata occupations historically.So it is likely to be nearer 
120 invites for the whole year 

With Electronics Engineers we believe there are approximately 54 EOIs uninvited as of 11th 
June 2019 at 80/85 points. 

On average 20 NEW EOIs are lodged each month at 80/85 points. And so with just 10 invites, 
the 75 point EOIs (310 are waiting and more applying each month) have no chance of an 
invitation. 

Similarly you can see that those waiting at 80 points are going to have to wait quite a few 
months for their turn to come up. 

Of course last program year DHA did invite more early on and less later, but this would be 
complete guess work to predict if they will do that again and how many extra they will invite 
in early months. So for now we have assumed that the invites will be given equally each 
month. Simply because that seems a fair thing to do with our estimates and works out the 
same at the end of the program year 

We still have to take into account what the 16/11/2019 partner points will do for the 
estimate times. We will do that when we get more information from DHA about how they 
will calculate everyone's effect date when most EOIs get new points on 16/11/2019. 

The flip side of all this is that it is playing into DHAs desire to have people apply for the new 
491 regional visa from November 2019 instead ... 
 
(Source: Iscah) 

 

 

6) State sponsorship news  

Orana (NSW) reopens for 489 nominations 

http://www.iscah.com/wp_files/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Orana-Reopen-Subclass-489-Visa.pdf 

Kalgoorlie (WA) list the occupations on their new DAMA (482 visas) 

http://www.iscah.com/wp_files/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Goldfields-DAMA-Occupation-List-

2019-20-For-External-Circulation.pdf 

Latest Canberra Matrix 190 invitation round results 

http://www.canberrayourfuture.com.au/portal/migrating/article/canberra-matrix-invitation-round 

Another DAMA (482 visa) released In Victoria 

https://minister.homeaffairs.gov.au/davidcoleman/Pages/new-approach-to-tackling-labour-

shortages.aspx 
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Results from WA selection round of 17th May 2019 for 489/190 nominations 

https://www.migration.wa.gov.au/Pages/Skilled%20Migration%20WA/Invitation-rounds.aspx 

 

 

7) South Australia to close on 24th June 2019 

To complete system updates for the new program year Immigration SA will be closing the 
General Skilled Migration (GSM) state nomination 190/489 application system from 9am on 
Monday 24 June and will re-open in the first week of July (the date and time will be 
confirmed at the start of July). 

If you have commenced a 190/489 application, you will need to submit & pay for the 
application prior to the system being closed. 

From 9am on 24 June, incomplete applications will be deleted, this includes applications 
that have been “saved but not submitted” and applications that have been “submitted but 
are still awaiting payment”.  

(Source: South Australian State government) 

 

 

8) Possible new 489 pathway in Queensland from July 2019 

We have heard that the QLD state government announced at a recent Migration conference the 
introduction of a new 489 pathway from next month 

In essence the business will have to  
- Operate outside Brisbane and the Gold Coast 
- You will need to invest at least 100k in the business which needs to have commenced 
- At least 1 Australian will need to be employed 
- Businesses in hospitality and farming will receive preference 

More details when officially announced 

 

 

 

 

9) New process for Victorian state sponsorship 489/190 

In the afternoon of Monday 15 July 2019, Victoria’s Skilled and Business Migration Program will be 
launching a new online application system for visa nomination. 

The new system will allow you to: 

Track the progress of your application/s  
Access your account from multiple devices – from mobile to desktop  

https://www.migration.wa.gov.au/Pages/Skilled%20Migration%20WA/Invitation-rounds.aspx


Manage client applications with greater ease  
What you need to know: 

No visa nomination applications can be submitted on the Live in Melbourne website between 
4.00pm Wednesday 10 July 2019 (AEST) and Monday 15 July 2019  
If you have an existing account, you will not be able to login to the system from 4.00pm Wednesday 
10 July 2019  
If you have a draft nomination application saved in the system, you will need to submit it by 4.00pm 
on Wednesday 10 July or restart your application in the new system on Monday 15 July 2019  
On Monday 15 July 2019 you will receive a link to the new login portal, where you will need to re-
register your details 

Please refer to liveinmelbourne.vic.gov.au/migrate to view current visa requirements and assess 
eligibility for nomination. 

If you have any questions, please contact the Skilled and Business Migration Program team on 
skilled@liveinmelbourne.vic.gov.au or businessmigration@liveinmelbourne.vic.gov.au 

(Source: Victorian State government) 

  

10) Tasmanian changes to family 489 pathways 

Tasmanian government have clarified who is defined as family to sponsor for one of their 
489 visa pathways ... 

Category 4 – Family in Tasmania 

To be considered for this category you must have a DIRECT family member who: 

•is an Australian Permanent Resident or an Australian Citizen 
•as a permanent resident or Australian citizen has resided IN Tasmania for a minimum of 12 
months 
•is a direct relative such as a parent, brother, sister, child, aunt, uncle, or grandparent 
•agrees to support and assist you in the process of gaining employment in Tasmania upon 
your arrival in Tasmania 

 

Note Tasmanian Family sponsor (489) category 4 has just added this criteria 

Category 4 – Family in Tasmania 

To be considered for this category you must have a DIRECT family member who: 

•is/has been an Australian Permanent Resident or an Australian Citizen for a minimum of 12 
months 

 

(Source: Tamanian State government) 

 

 

11) Processing of 190 lodged visa applications 

http://liveinmelbourne.vic.gov.au/migrate?fbclid=IwAR0MmRs9qZT6j5zzWr4Ucd9gITrMSJ9ukRMO8q52C1dZCpX27F6AufycDTw


We had received many comments about the belief that DHA had ceased 190 visa grants since 
around December 2018. And asking why that was. 

We have confirmation now from DHA that they have continued to grant 190 visas since then at the 
following pace .. 

 

190 visas granted – 

 
Nov-18 2,392 
Dec-18 2,342 
Jan-19 1,836 
Feb-19 1,818 
Mar-18 1,499 
Apr-19 473 

 

So although they have slowed down, DHA have in fact continued to grant that category 

(Source: DHA) 

 

12) Latest average processing times for lodged visa applications 

https://immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/getting-a-visa/visa-processing-times/global-visa-
processing-times 

(Source: DHA) 

 

 

13) New partner points from 16th November 2019 

 

It’s time to look at the effect of the significant changes to partner points from 16/11/2019 

The following changes will be implemented on that date : 

Partner points (only 1 score allowed) 
10 points – if you are single 
10 points – if you have a partner who is an Australian citizen or Permanent resident 
10 points – if partner has an acceptable skills assessment and competent english 

https://immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/getting-a-visa/visa-processing-times/global-visa-processing-times
https://immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/getting-a-visa/visa-processing-times/global-visa-processing-times
http://www.iscah.com/wp_files/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/couple.jpg


05 points – if your partner has competent english (IELTS 6,6,6,6 or equivalent) 
00 points – any other case 

This will affect ALL the points test categories for EOIs not yet invited (189,190,491) 
Also note that the 489 will close on that date as well. 

Also EOIs are then ranked the following way if points are EQUAL: 

Ranking Order (if all other points claims are EQUAL) 
· First – primary applicants with a skilled spouse or de facto partner 
· Equal First – primary applicants without a spouse or de facto partner 
· Second – Primary applicants with a spouse or de facto partner who can demonstrate 
competent English but does not have the skills for skilled partner points (age and skills) 
· Third – Primary applicants with a partner who is ineligible for either competent English or 
Skilled partner points. These applicants will be ranked below all other cohorts, if all other 
points claims are equal. 

Currently 66% of points test applications have a partner included and 34% are single people. 
So going forward approximately one third of all EOIs (the single applicants) will gain 10 extra 
points on 16/11/2019. They will be happy. 

The other two thirds of all EOIs  (those people with a partner) will gain either 0, 5 or 10 
points depending on the skills and english language ability of their partner. To break this 
down only 10% of those applicants with a partner are currently claiming partner points (ie 
they have an acceptable skills assessment). The other 90% of those with a partner will have 
to hope their partners english is at least competent (IELTS 6,6,6,6 or equivalent) to get 5 
points. Currently only 12% (of all application) declare partner english skills at this level in 
their visa applications. Although presumably some could do better if they had to, and we 
have assumed this will happen. 

(In the past DHA required the partner’s occupation to be on the same list as the primary 
applicant to claim partner points. Until we see something different we will have to assume 
that is the same rule in November 2019) 

So in summary from 16/11/2019 we believe that on an existing EOI score on 16/11/2019 

 
34%   will gain 10 points from being single or having an aussie partner 
06%   will gain 10 points from a partner with skills assessment and competent english 
20%   will gain 5 points from having a partner with competent english 
40%   will gain 0 points 

 

The effect of this is if you are competing in an occupation where the invitations are being 
given at 80 points AFTER 16/11/2019, and your partner has no skills assessment and poor 
english you are going to struggle. This is because if you only get 80 points, you will be ranked 
at the BOTTOM of all the 80 point EOIs. So you are going to need 85 points for an invitation. 
That is going to be hard when you can’t claim any partner points at all ! 



 In short what DHA are saying is that if you have a partner on your application they are 
potentially taking away an invitation that could have gone to another single highly skilled 
applicant. So your partner had better have skills or at least good english language ability. I 
am not saying this is fair, but it is the clear message DHA are giving here 

The other issue that we need to have explained from DHA is how are they going to work out 
the effect date for an EOI lodged before November 2019 when they add all these new 
partner points on. Usually a change in points gives an EOI a NEW effect date. So if you have 
an Accountant “A” who has been waiting on 80 points for an invite since 15/10/2018 and 
you have Accountant “B” waiting on the same score since 15/05/2019, what happens when 
they BOTH get 10 points for being single on 16/11/2019 under the new rules ? 

Do they both have 90 points with the SAME effect date of 16/11/2019 when they get this 
points increase ? That seems unfair. This needs to be sorted out and we will try to find out 
asap. 

These new changes (there are also specialist study points) will effect the time taken for 
people to get an EOI invitation to lodge their points test visas. We will factor these in when 
we have more information about DHAs policy on this asap 

(Source: Iscah and DHA statistics) 

 

 

14) Brief policy statement about the migration program from DHA 
 
We have confirmed with DHA that the June 2019 skill select round will again have 100 
invites for the 189 and 10 invite for the 489 (family) visa. 

That the backlog of undecided 189 applicants was in excess of 15,000 as at April 2019 

And that 189 processing times will not increase into 2019/20 

DHA update 

“.. As we have held a steady high rate of Skilled Independent (subclass 189) invitations in the 
first three quarters of the 2018-19 Migration Program year we now have a solid pipeline to 
take us through to the end of this program year and enter into the 2019-20 program year. 
Furthermore, the 2019-20 Migration Program planned ceilings have been announced with 
the Skilled Independent category reduced to 18,652 places, which includes the subclass 189 
New Zealand stream and the points tested stream. 

We will now reduce our skilled independent invitation rounds for the remaining last quarter 
of 2018-19 program year to 100 invitations per month for the Independent Skilled stream 
and continue with 10 invitations per month for the Skilled-Regional Provisional (subclass 
489) Family 
Sponsored stream. This will keep us with a good pipeline of applications and the ability to 



keep inviting each month in 2019-20, and support applicants by not increasing processing 
times..” 

(Source: DHA) 

 

15) DHA Meeting explaining some of the large backlog of 
applications 

DHA/Immigration meeting outlining issues related to company sponsored, parent, partner 
and skilled visas 

The MIA recently met with the Department of Home Affairs/Immigration and discussed 
some of the backlog of applications 

The following is some information provided by the MIA from this meeting 

 TSS Visas 

The approval rates have stabilised to around 92%. Processing times are generally around a 
couple of days to several weeks, depending upon whether the employer is accredited or 
‘known’ to the Department. 

 457 Visas 

There remain about 700-800 cases awaiting processing. Some of these will probably still 
take time to resolve given the complexities involved – health and character concerns, for 
example. 

 Decision maker Staff 

The Department currently has a staff of 2,500 visa and citizenship decision makers. 

An additional 100 processing staff have been hired to assist in the backlog of over 250,000 
citizenship applications. 

 ENS/RSMS 

Members will have noticed that recently lodged ENS/RSMS applications are being processed 
faster than those lodged some time ago. The Department confirms there are two processing 
teams managing this caseload. A specialist team has been setup in Melbourne to process 
newer applications. 

The Department indicated that they are now processing decision ready, low risk ENS/RSMS 
cases as a priority as a means of increasing efficiency. 

We did raise the issue of case officers applying current MR5.19 requirements with the older 
caseload lodged before LMT became a requirement for RSMS Direct Entry nominations. The 
Department will investigate this further. 



RSMS applications under processing – 24,000 

ENS applications under processing – 30,000 

 Sponsored Parent (Temporary) visa (subclass 870) 

At the date of the meeting, 400 sponsorship applications had been submitted. While it is 
surprising that the figure is relatively low; it was felt that perhaps people might be holding 
off and waiting for the election results; as Labour had undertaken to relax the Temporary 
Parent Visa should they be elected. 

We raised our concerns about the lack of detailed regulations and policy not being released 
in a timely manner prior to commencement of the sponsorship; and pointed out there were 
flaws within the online application. 

The Department was intending to commence processing applications within 2 weeks of 
sponsorships being available (around the 3rd week in May). 

The Department fully expects that the Subclass 870 visa may be used as an interim measure 
by parents waiting for the processing of their 173/143 applications. 870 visa applicants will 
not be refused on GTE grounds where 173/143 applications have been lodged. 

Sponsorship arrangements to be rolled out to Partner and other Family Visas 

It is intended that the new Sponsorship Legislation will in time be rolled out across other 
classes of family visas. At this stage, NO arrangements are in place to introduce the new 
sponsorship arrangements for partner visas. 

We pointed out the 6-month provision within the enabling legislation. The Assistant 
Secretary, Skilled & Family Visa Program Branch stated that, regarding Partner Visas, the 6 
months would commence when other regulations had been tabled for the new Partner 
Visas. Given the Caretaker conventions, there was no indication of when any future partner 
visa legislation would be drafted and introduced to Parliament. 

We have received more recent advice on this matter, and it appears that there is still no 
implementation date for the Partner Visa changes at present. 

We were also advised that Policy Instructions would be released before the implementation 
date of the new Partner Visa. 

 Current Partner visas 

1st Stage – 82,000 applications are in the pipeline. 

2nd Stage – 156,000 applications are in the pipeline. 

Applications now ready for 2nd stage processing – 35,000. 

The Department confirmed that they are doing everything possible to facilitate the smooth 
transition to permanent residency, given the long processing times of the partner visas. 



The Migration program planning levels for 2019-20 for partner stream is 39,799 visas. We 
will leave it to members to do their own math. 

 Retirement Visas – Transition Pathway from 405 and 410 to 103 and 804. 

These are being processed with 6 weeks to 3 months. 

 16 November 2019 changes to Skilled Migration 

The Department undertook to provide policy instructions by 16 October 2019. 

 

 

16) Official DHA Skill Seelct results from 9th May 2019 

The table below shows the number of invitations issued in the SkillSelect invitation round on 

9 May 2019. 

Visa subclass Number 

Skilled Independent visa (subclass 189)  100 

Skilled Regional (provisional) visa (subclass 489)  10 

During 2018-19 program year the following numbers of invitations have been issued: 

9 May 2019 results 

The following graph shows the points for clients who were invited to apply in the 9 May 

2019 round. 

Invitation process and cut offs 

The highest ranked clients by points score are invited to apply for the relevant visa. For 

clients who have equal points scores, the time at which they reached their points score for 

that subclass (referred to as the date of effect) determines their order of invitation. 

Expressions of Interest with earlier dates of effect are invited before later dates. 

Visa subclass Minimum points score Latest date of effect 

Skilled Independent visa (subclass 189)  80 22/03/2019 4:31 pm 

Skilled Regional (provisional) visa (subclass 489)  85 28/04/2019 1:45 am 

Point scores and the dates of effect cut off for the pro rata occupations in 
the 9 May 2019 invitation round. 

Due to high levels of demand, and in keeping with previous years, the below occupation 

groups will be subject to pro rata arrangements to ensure availability of invitations across the 

program year. 

https://immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/getting-a-visa/visa-listing/skilled-independent-189
https://immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/getting-a-visa/visa-listing/skilled-regional-provisional-489
https://immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/getting-a-visa/visa-listing/skilled-independent-189
https://immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/getting-a-visa/visa-listing/skilled-regional-provisional-489


SkillSelect first allocates available places to Skilled – Independent visas (subclass 189) and 

then the remaining to Skilled – Regional (Provisional) visas (subclass 489). If all places are 

taken up by subclass 189 visas then there will be no invitations issued for subclass 489 visas 

in these occupations. 

Occupation ID Description Minimum points score Latest date of effect 

2211 Accountants 90 01/05/2019 6:46 am 

2212 Auditors, Company Secretaries and Corporate Treasurers 85 28/12/2018 5:43 pm 

2334 Electronics Engineer 85 02/05/2019 12:44 pm 

2335 Industrial, Mechanical and Production Engineers 80 22/03/2019 4:31 pm 

2339 Other Engineering Professionals 80 18/01/2019 3:13 pm 

2611 ICT Business and System Analysts 85 03/05/2019 8:13 pm 

2613 Software and Applications Programmers 80 10/02/2019 3:58 pm 

2631 Computer Network Professionals 80 20/03/2019 6:53 pm 

 

(Source: DHA) 

 

 

OK folks, see you all on Monday 15th July  
 
Be good  
 
Steven O'Neil (Iscah Manager - MARN 9687267) 
08 9353 3344 / www.iscah.com  
Latest newsletter www.iscah.com/free-newsletter/ 
Facebook using www.facebook.com/iscah.migration 
Twitter using www.twitter.com/iscahmigration  
 

http://www.iscah.com/
http://www.iscah.com/free-newsletter/
http://www.facebook.com/iscah.migration
http://www.twitter.com/iscahmigration

